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In a search for heavy charge (4/3)e particles produced in + -e e 

collisions at a center of mass energy of 29 GeV, no candidate events were 

found in 22 pb-1 of data collected by the PEP-4 TPC. Upper limits are 

established on the inclusive cross section for the production of charge 

(4/3)e particles in the mass range of 1-10 GeV/c 2• 
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Fractional charge searches at accelerators have largely concentrated 

on the production of charge (2/3)e and (1/3)e particles. In the framework 

of Quantum Chromodynami cs, the i nabi 1 i ty to observe free quarks in these 

searches is consi dered strong evidence that color tripl ets are confined. 

Recently, Slansky, Goldman and Shawl have proposed a model in which color 

triplets are confined, yet some states with higher order representations of 

SU (3) color are unconfi ned. 

charge (4/3)e diquark (uu). 

It is possibl e in thi s model to have a free 

In thi s 1 etter we report the resul ts of a 
I 

search for the inclusive production of free charge (4/3)e particles at PEP. 

The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is the central tracking chamber 

(Fig. 1) of the PEP-4 experiment. The detector system has been described in 

detail elsewhere2• Track ionization formed in the TPC sensitive volume 

drifts in parallel electric and magnetic fields to arrays of proportional 

wires. The track position in z (parallel to the beam axis) is found from 

the arrival time of the ionization (drift velocity:::::5 cm/ ]Jsec) at the 

proportional wires. Up to 183 samples of ionization per track are collected 

on the wires. Track coordinates in the bending plane (x,y) are found from 

signals induced on 15 rows of segmented cathode pads beneath the wires. 

The data presented in this letter were collected with the TPC 

operating at a gas gain of -103, in an 8.5 atm mixture of 80% Ar and 20% 

CH4• The drift field was 75 kV/m; the magnetic field was 4 kG. The 

spatial resolution for tracks was 190 ]Jm in the bending plane (x,y) and 

340 ]JITlin the drift direction (z). The chamber had a momentum resolution, 

dp/p,of 0.035p (p in GeV/c) for particles with momenta greater than 1 GeV/c. 

The TPC identifies particle species by a simultaneous measurement of 

ionization and momentum. To avoid fluctuations in the measurement of track 
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ionization resulting from close collisions with atomic electrons, the 

measured value of the energy loss due to ionization, (dE/dx), was defined 

to be the mean of the lowest 65% of the wire pulse heights. Each wire was 

calibrated with an Fe55 source. The <dE/dx) resolution, measured with 

minimum ionizing pions «dE/dx) = 12 keV/cm), was 3.9% for tracks with at 

least 80 samples of ionization. 

Fi gure 2 shows the curves of expected < dE/dx) as a functi on of 

momentum for pions, muons, protons, kaons, and electrons along with a subset 

of the data collected. Since the energy loss of a particle scales as its 

charge squared, one would observe relativistic charge 14/3)e particles as a 

population in the upper right region of figure 2 at (16/9) times the 

ionization of a relativistic unit charged particle. 

In order to achieve good sensitivity, the search was performed in 

regi ons of <dE/dx) and momentum (shaded regi on in fi gure 2) which were not 

populated by known stable charge 1e particles. The low momentum boundary of 

the search region was set at the curve of expected <dE/dx) for a charge 1e 

particle with a mass of 1.8 GeV/c 2• The low dE/dx boundary was set at 

1 .2 x < dE/dx) for e1 ectrons in the same momentum range. The 1 evel at whi ch 

electronic saturation begins to affect the <dE/dx) measurement is at <dE/dx) 

=42 keV/cm. This defines the high <dE/dx> boundary of the search region. 

The data sample used in the search consisted of 22 pb-1 of 

integrated luminosity at a center of mass energy of 29 GeV collected during 

the 1982-83 running cycle of PEP. The events were selected to be one photon 

annihilations of e+e- into hadrons, satisfying the following criteria. 

The number of charged tracks extrapolated to within 5 cm. in (x,y) and 10 cm 
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in z of the beam crossing had to be greater than or equal to five. The 

scalar sum of the visible charged momenta had to be at least 7.25 GeV/c. In 

each event the momentum imbalance between the forward and backward 

hemispheres was required to be less than 40% of the visible energy. We 

estimate the contamination of background events to be 8%, coming from cosmic 

rays, beam gas, TT, and two photon events. In all, 7137 events satisfied 

the above criteria. 

In order to retain good (dE/dx) resolution, candidates in the search 

region were selected only if they had at least 80 samples of ionization with 

no other ionization detected within 3 cm in z. We also required that 

candidates have momentum assignment errors, dp/p, estimated from the 

residuals to the fit, less than or equal to O.lp (p in GeV/c). 

After applying these cuts 50 candidate tracks remai ned. There were 

two major sources of backgrounds in this sample. 

Deuterons and tritons have ionization curves lying partly in the 

search region. Some of these particles, produced from the interactions of 

primary tracks with the detector material, will pass the above cuts. Due to 

finite production angles, however, most of the track fits for these particles 

will not extrapolate through the beam crossing point. We reduced this 

background by requiring candidates to have an extrapolated distance of 

closest approach to the beam crossing point no greater than 5 cm in the 

bending plane (x,y) and no greater than 10 cm in the drift direction (z). 

Nine candidate tracks were rejected by imposing this requirement. Eight of 

these had values of (dE/dx) and momentum consistent with deuterons. 

The second source of background came from unresolved pairs of nearby 

tracks. When two high momentum tracks are emitted close together {typically 
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with an angular separation of 25 mr or less) often only one is 

reconstructed. The ionization from these tracks adds and the reconstructed 

track appears to have a large value of <dE/dx) and a high momentum. 

The fi ne spati al segmentation of the TPC all owed us to develop a 

seri es of cuts to reduce the second background. The cuts were tested on 

heavily ionizing tracksi n hadroni c events both to ensure that the 

requi rements were not overly restri cti ve and to measure the i neffi ci ency 

created by imposing them. We based these requirements on the expectation 

that overlapping tracks would produce .excessively wide cathode pad and wire 

i oni zati on cl usters and/or nearby cl usters not associ ated wi th the 

reconstructed track. 

A wire hit is imaged on two to three cathode pads. In the three pad 

case (2-10 per track) we measure the width, a , of the ionization cluster 

«a) = 3.9 mm). From P(a), the probability for a cluster on an isolated 

track to have a width ,we formed the quantity 

n 
L = 1 L In (p (a)~ 

n . 1 1= 

L is the log of the likelihood for a track to have n clusters with widths 

coming from the distribution P(a). We required candidates to have values of 

L consistent with a single track. L has no appreciable (dE/dx) dependence. 

When only one of a pair of nearby tracks is reconstructed, the second 

track will often appear as additional ionization clusters near the first. 

Tracks were el imi nated as candi dates if they had an unusually 1 arge number 

of nearby pad or wire hits not associated with reconstructed tracks. 

In some cases a second track or energetic del ta ray may appear to 

merge with a track for part of its length and give approximately double 
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normal ionization only for the merged regions. The high density of wire 

information (up to 183 clusters per track) allowed us to reject these. We 

required candidates to have statistically uniform amounts of ionization 

along the track length. Partially merged tracks showed, on many contiguous 

wire hits, abnormally heavy ionization often correlated with large cluster 

widths. These were rejected. 

These requirements rejected the remaining 41 candidate tracks. 

The detection efficiency of the apparatus for charge (4/3)e particles 

was determined in two steps. First the efficiency due to event topology, 

momentum distribution, fiducial volume etc. was found using a Monte Carlo 

calculation. The event generator was a modified LUN03 generator in which 

a pair of oppositely charged (4/3)e particles were introduced into 

mul ti hadron events. These events provi ded input to a detector simul ati on. 

The generated (4/3)e particles were given momenta chosen from one of three 

distributions, dN/dp ex p2/E, dN/dp = constant, and dN/dp ex p2/E * 

e-3•5E • Estimates of the inclusive momentum spectra for heavy 

fracti onally charged parti cl es and heavy hadrons produced in + -e e 

collisions tend to favor the first and second distributions above 4,5, the 

third is presented as an extreme alternative. 

In the detector simulation we assumed that charge (4/3)e particles do 

not have 1 arger than normal nucl ear cross secti ons. We note that some 

estimates of nuclear cross sections for free fractionally charged 

particles4 give values 2-3 times that for protons. The amount of material 

between the beam crossing and the TPC active vol ume corresponds to 6% of a 

nuclear interaction length. 
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We found the efficiency of the cuts used to reject overlapping tracks 

by applying the same requirements to heavily ionizing charge le tracks. 

This efficiency was 72% with an estimated systematic uncertainty of 10%. 

Our limits on RQ:: O"(e+e- + QQX)/ 0" (e+e- + l l-r) are 

plotted in figure 3 along with the results of a similar search reported by 

JADE6. 

To conclude, we have seen no evidence for the inclusive production of 

charge (4/3)e particles in e+e- collisions at a 29 GeV center of mass 

energy. For momentum distributions similar to those for heavy hadrons 4,5 
+- - +'-we set an upper limit on the ratio RQ = 0" (e e + QQX)/O" (e e + 

+ -) 2 ~ ~ at less than .005 in the mass range 1-8 GeV/c • 

We would like to thank the PEP staff for their outstanding work. 

This work was supported by the Department of Energy under contracts 

#DE-AC03-76SF00098, and #DE-AM03-76SF00034, the National Science Foundation, 

and the Joint Japan - U.S. collaboration in High Energy Physics. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 

Schematic view of the TPC. Track ionization formed ,in the sensitive 

volume drifts to arrays of proportional wires (only one set of wires 

shown). Position in the bending plane (x,y) is found from signals induced 

on cathode pads beneath the wires. 

Figure 2 

Curves of expected <dE/dx) vs. momentum for stable charge 1e 

particles. The points are from a subset of the data collected. The charge 
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{4/3}e search was performed using tracks found in the cross hatched region. 

Figure 3 

Limits on the inclusive production cross section for charge {4/3}e 

+ - - + - + -particles RQ - a {e e -+ QQX}/ a {e e -+).l).l} for the momentum 

distributions: A} dN/dp a p2/E, B} dN/dp = constant, and C} dN/dp a p2/E 

e-3•5E • The solid curves are the limits from this search, the dashed 

curves are the limits from a search performed by the JADE collaboration {see 

ref. 6}. 
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